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COAST BED FRAMES

PICNIC TABLE

Made from lightweight aluminium (almost half the weight of a
standard steel bed frame), the Coast Bed Frames are designed
and manufactured in Australia. Their frame is powder coated
in a neutral colour (stone beige) to compliment any RVs interior.
Slats are made of sturdy European birch timber which is not a
hard wood; it therefore offers more flexibility, making it more
resilient to breaks. The slats have a textured finish on the
side that makes contact with an applied mattress; this reduces
shifting caused by movement. The slats are attached to the
frame by means of rubber boots which are more flexible than
the polypropylene alternative (as the harder plastic tends to
crack and split over time due to movement). Comes with a 12
month warranty on the frame.

M300-100
We all know storage space
is at a premium whilst you’re
travelling, so to take the
essentials (like tables and
chairs) can sometimes be a
pain. Why not install a picnic
table on the outer wall of
your RV? It’s one less thing
to pack and you can never leave it
behind! Quick and easy to install, the
Coast Picnic Tables have powder coated
steel hinges and are rated to 20Kg. The
frame comes with polypropylene strips
to cover unsightly screws. Available
in white and comes with a 12month
warranty on materials used.
Dimensions: 805L x 435H x 30D (mm)

M100-116
Caravan Bed Frame Aluminium Prince Split Head
Dimensions (open):
1450W x 1580L (mm)
Dimensions (closed):
1450W x 1400L (mm)
Weight: 13.5Kg

PICNIC TABLE WITH BACKING PLATE
M300-200
Similar to the picnic table
above, except that this version
comes with a backing plate.
The backing plate creates a
frame between the two fixed
brackets on the picnic table.
It allows for extra mounting
points should there not be
any supporting studs behind
the chosen spot to install your
picnic table. Comes with plastic
cover strips to conceal any
screws that have been used.

M100-117
Caravan Bed Frame Aluminium
Double Split Head
Dimensions (open):
1325W x 1580L (mm)
Dimensions (closed):
1325W x 1400L (mm)
Weight: 12.5Kg
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